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Wishing you a pleasant and happy 2016
New tour: Izu Geo Trail
In 2016 we travel to the Izu Peninsula for our latest tour, the Izu Geo Trail. Izu is only
150km from the giant metropolis of Tokyo. However, with its distinctly different landscape,
wrought by volcanoes and tectonic forces, and a climate more akin to a subtropical island
than Japan’s mainland it seems much further away.
The cobaltblue Pacific Ocean almost completely surrounds Izu and provides us with a
beautiful, expansive backdrop as we follow paths along the rugged and intricately carved
coastline atop soaring precipices and aside sandy bays. We also walk an ancient
highway, immortalised in Yasunari Kawabata book The Izu Dancer, through the
peninsula's mountainous and forested hinterland. Here, water flows copiously year
round over the numerous waterfalls along our verdant route. Throughout the Izu Geo Trail
we enjoy some spectacular and unique views some of which include Japan's greatest
natural icon, Mt. Fuji.
Relaxing onsen thermal hot spring baths are a feature of all our accommodation, many of
which

sit

beside

the

ocean.

Not

surprisingly,

in

Izu

meals

are

focused

firmly on seafood and we enjoy some of the freshest prepared as a feast for both the eye
and stomach.
The Izu Geo Trail is a Level 3 tour suitable for regular walkers, especially those who like
seafood. Please click here for images from the tour and contact us for further details.
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To see images from this event, click here.
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complete the theme of relaxation.
For more details, visit our website. Click
here to view photos from a recent retreat.
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